
Our company is hiring for a cloud application architect. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for cloud application architect

Develops technical documentation and requirements for Integration Partners
to be used in the retro fit of their existing code
Create and maintain project plans to manage integration changes and testing
with integration partners
Works closely with the functional leads to understand business requirements
as new modules and functionality are introduced where integration
automation may be impacted (new or modified)
Keeps abreast of the latest technologies, releases, and considers how new
features and functionality may be used to solve challenges in the business
areas
Realisation of customer specific software solutions based on existing and
newly developed components
Key role and technical lead within project management
Analysis of customer requirements, designing architectures & concepts,
technical lead of a development team
Use of modern techniques and innovative approaches in software
development
Modelling of data and objects, quality assurance and documentation
You will provide thought leadership and influence on the application of new
technologies and approaches that provide benefits to our business

Qualifications for cloud application architect

Example of Cloud Application Architect Job
Description
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Extended travel to customer locations may be required to sell and deliver
professional services as required
Good understanding of Dev Ops and Agile
Independent personality who can quickly ramp up, determine plan of actions,
resolve issues, and strive towards the goal with minimal assistance
Experienced with Master Data Management principles and specifically
knowledge of Siebel UCM, CDM (Customer Data Management), Product
Information Management (product hub), Data Hub and DRM
Experience from technical roles focusing on Data Center & IT cloud is a
required experience for this role, experience from work as Cloud Integrator in
the IT application domain, with implementation of several trasformation
projects (Min


